
This past weekend was the 222nd Annual gathering of the VT Conference. I have had the honor and 

privilege of attending for 2 years in a row and I feel truly blessed and energized. The passion and 

excitement that happens in our conference is truly amazing. 

I have reflected on my experiences there and wouldn't change a single one. I love the fellowship and 

positive energy that everyone brings to the conference with them. I am honored to become a part of the 

Board of Directors as Vice-Moderator and hope I can fill the shoes of the current VM well.  

I am also very excited to announce that I have been contacted to help start the Open & Affirming (ONA) 

process at one of our conference member churches. Each church that becomes ONA is one step closer 

to equality for all and I am proud to be a part of that process! Please feel free to come to me with 

concerns and questions you are having in your churches around this topic. I know many of you are ONA 

but struggling with how to say it boldly, and unapologetically without alienating your more conservative 

members. I look forward to talking about that and working through it with your congregation's 

particular needs.  

I was blown away by one person in particular who shared her story with me. She is a transgendered 

woman who had the courage to walk up to me and share her story and her struggles with coming out as 

a transgendered person. She feels not only supported by her church but by the conference as well. The 

beauty that shines from her spirit is something to behold. She is confident and truly a person I look up 

to. I hope to develop a friendship with her and get to know her better.  

I was able to attend the 5-year celebration of the First Congregational Church in Essex Jct. on Sunday 

after the conference. This was truly heartwarming. I was filled with such emotion as I listened to the 

stories and reflections that were being presented by the members of that congregation. One young man 

is here because of the church and this story is far too common. The rate of teen suicide in homosexuals 

is far too high. He had the courage to stand in front of his church family and bare his emotions. Another 

family reinforced that they come to church because they want their children to grow up in a place 

where everyone is valued and cherished. 

Blessed doesn't even describe how I came away feeling from the weekend. It's truly a spiritual high that I 

hope lasts for months to come. I can't help believe, after seeing what I have seen that the Holy Spirit is 

alive and well in our churches and there truly is hope for everyone to find faith and speak it boldly! 

 

In Peace, 

Jeffrey Tuper-Giles 
Vice Moderator 
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